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To all those women who claim a membership of the International Women’s Club of Dublin.
Greetings and Salutations Ladies.
I send this Open Letter in love and peace such that all those people on this planet, particularly those in
what is generally regarded as ‘western countries’ might live a happier and more fulfilling life. Especially
the men.
I am writing this letter to provide you with information you may well be interested in. This is a ‘favour’.
Those of you who would write me back ‘hate-mail’? Don’t bother, it will simply be deleted. I have no
intention of engaging in conversations with any of you. I am disseminating information and you may do
with that as you will.
I had cause to use this mailing list some 2.5 years ago. This was in the event that one of your
members, Jennifer, was abusing my elderly and ill mother (falling into dementia) by refusing to provide
a telephone number by which my mother could speak with her beloved grand-daughter. At that time,
March 08, I was totally disgusted that women would actually support and condone one of their number
in abuse of an elderly and ill woman so that she may commit crimes and extort money from a man.
The fact that a very large number of women, including those who called themselves my ‘friend’ for
more than 20 years would support the abuse of an elderly and ill woman as an allowable mechanism
to commit the crime of extortion against a man came as a real shock to me at the time. Now we are
2.5 years down the track such things occur to me as ‘normal’ from western women. The simple fact is
that western women have been brainwashed by the Illuminati into a pathological hatred of men. You
can see this in your society if you look for it. When a man hits a woman it is called ‘assault’ and it is a
crime. When a woman hits a man it is called ‘humour’ and it is laughed at.
One of the seminal moments in my discovery of this pathological hatred was this. I discovered that in
Australia one estimate places the number of men who commit suicide from the abuse of cruel, callous,
vicious and vindictive wives wielding the Illuminati corrupted ‘Family Law Courts’ and machinery to
destroy the life of the man stands at 4,000 men a year.
I realized in that instant that not even the MOTHERS of these men who kill themselves from the abuse
they receive will speak on behalf of their dead sons. And they won’t even do it if they have OTHER
SONS. I was deeply traumatized by that realization at the time. Now I see it as ‘normal’ that western
women care so little for their sons that when they die from crimes committed against them they will not
speak out about it. Truly, truly disgusting to me.
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In May 08 I took a vow. That vow was to save one mans life by warning him that virtually ALL western
women take the position that men are nothing but walking wallets and that they despise ‘fathers’ now.
Most western women take the position that the role of ‘father’ is worthless and not to be respected.
Why take that vow? I spent April 08 being suicidal during the process of dis-owning my former
children. The children Jennifer Toal/Nolan claimed were hers EXCLUSIVELY. Children whom I was
told if I were to continue to play the role of ‘father’ I would most likely be jailed. Since ALL the women
around Jennifer agreed and supported the position that a father is worthless apart as a ‘walking wallet’
I determined that the best course of action was to dis-own these children and not refute the claim that
they were owned by the Irish State. Why anyone would wish to claim the state owns their children is
beyond me but that is what women do in divorce. It is stupid beyond my humble comprehension.
Surprisingly, when I started telling my story publicly I got about 5 young men immediately respond and
thank me for telling me their story. Vow 1 was completed inside a month. So, I looked for something
‘bigger’ to inspire myself in my new life which I was inventing at this point in time.
My next vow was ‘Fair Law in Australia’. I gave myself 5-10 years to achieve this in June 08. I took
this vow because it was clear to me by this time that the so called ‘Family Law’ was vastly biased
against men to the extent that serious crimes by women like Jennifer, crimes such as perjury,
kidnapping, extortion and theft, are excused and not punished. This is not fair. So in June 08. I took a
vow to create ‘Fair Laws in Australia’. I discussed my plan and I shared it with colleagues to ‘fine tune
it’. I then started implementing that plan. I expected a long hard journey. Many men before me have
failed. But I am not like other men. And for me ‘failure is not an option’ on this point.
The initial part of the plan was to begin public debate in Australia on the ‘Relationships’ and ‘Mens’
blog sites of the leading Newspaper in Australia, the Sydney Morning Herald. I used my real name and
real email address to make sure the editor and moderators took me seriously. Inside two weeks the
‘still shadowy’ Illuminati tracked me down and offered me a job. Of course, this ‘job’ would mean that I
could not longer pursue my vow. I turned the job down. But it did make clear that the Illuminati knew
who I was, what I was doing, and what I was planning. I wondered if they might kill me but that was
never a significant concern for me.
The response to my proposing public debate on the unpunished crimes of women in the Family Law
Courts as well as the vast and blatant bias in the courts met with a reaction that surprised me at the
time. The women poured hatred at me. Sam deBritto also poured scorn on me. I was quite interested
in the driving force for these two things to happen. It soon became obvious that the Sydney Morning
Herald was taking it’s printing orders from the Illuminati. It also soon became obvious that pretty much
ALL women knew exactly what was going on inside the ‘Family Law Courts’ and they LIKED it. The
women LIKED the fact they could lie with impunity and steal the children and the money off the men.
I kept up my campaign on the Sydney Morning Herald for quite a long time. The results were very
consistent. The women poured forth pathological hatred to any man, but me most especially, for the
‘provocation’ of suggesting that women be treated as ‘equal before the law’. All the women’s calls for
‘equality’ do NOT include ‘equality before the law’ it seems. Ok. Got it.
All during 2008 and until November 2009 I invited women, thousands of them, to join me in fulfilling on
my vow of ‘Fair Laws in Australia’. To date I have 6 across the ENTIRE WORLD who are willing to do
as I asked to bring about fair laws in their lands. That is such a pathetically small number that it is
clear western women have chosen to make themselves irrelevant to the process of creating ‘Fair Laws
in Australia’. Well? That was THEIR choice. As Jennifer was want to say in our marriage ‘you can not
MAKE me do anything’. True enough. But inaction over a long period of time makes women irrelevant
to the cause to which they are inactive. In Jennifer’s case it was her marriage.
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Moving the story forward. In late 2008 I discovered something amazing. That common law exists in
Australia (and Ireland) and that the people in governments are subject to common law. Indeed, in ALL
the former British colonies the ‘government’ is a corporation that operates using a set of rules called
the Uniform Commercial Code which is required to operate in harmony and subject to the superior
underlying law system. In Ireland that law system is common law. Although some are discussing that
Brehon Law might also be said to be the law system as it was the law system of Ireland prior to the
arrival of the British.
Anyway. This ‘discovery’ meant that there already WAS an existing set of ‘fair laws in Australia’ and
that these ‘fair laws’ were merely hidden by the criminals calling themselves ‘politicians’ and ‘the legal
fraternity’. My lawyer, Justin Dowd of Watts McCray in Sydney, lied to my face in email saying that
legislation was superior to common law. He did not like it when I showed him a speech from the
Attorney General Robert McClelland that pointed out that common law was superior. Any apologies
from Justin? Nope. He knew he was lying all along. That much is clear.
Having made this amazing ‘discovery’ I again approached western women on various forums and
discussion groups to join with me to bring common law to the situation and to punish women who
commit crimes using the superior common law. Again, not many takers.
All through 2009 I furthered my studies on common law and the la-la-land system of contracts put in
place by the Illuminati through their governments to enslave us all. I determined I would use my court
cases, brought against my will by Jennifer, to expose the criminals in the governments and the ‘legal
fraternity’. I also determined I would expose that the vast majority of western women are cowards, liars
and hypocrites. The young men have a right to know that western women are, in the main cowards,
liars and hypocrites because it is the women who are destroying men and violating their right to be the
father to their children they always dreamed of being in their millions. No women will talk about this.
So it is up to us men who have ‘been through the mill’ to warn these young men what awaits them. It is
up to us men to expose the lies and hypocrisy of pretty much ALL western women. If you women do
not like being called ‘liars and hypocrites’? Then stop being so in such vast numbers. Hold those
women who commit crimes against men accountable before the law just like men hold men
accountable before the law for crimes against women. We have protected our women these last
10,000 years with our very lives. For this you call us ‘oppressors’. Gee. Thanks!
So….I determined I would deny the jurisdiction of the Australian Federal Magistrates Court. I
determined that I would publish all documents of all crimes committed against me. I determined that I
would become one of the leading men in the world in the establishment of lawful systems in common
law lands like Australia.
As is so often the case. The men who are most advanced in the world in this process are Irish. I
determined I would not only liberate the men of Australia from the oppression our women would put on
us via ‘Family Law’. Since crimes were committed against me in Ireland, and no Irish women would
help me, and no women from this so called ‘International Women’s Group’ in Ireland would help me, I
determined I would also liberate the men of Ireland. If you women do not like that? Well perhaps you
and your ‘sistas’ should have addressed the crimes Jennifer committed when I asked you to.
That there is not a woman around Jennifer who was not aware that she was committed crimes such
as perjury, kidnapping and extortion and no woman would do anything about it means you women
have failed in your obligation to bring justice where injustice exists. You have made yourself irrelevant
to the ‘course of justice’. That was stupid.
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I asked women to work with me until November 26th 2010. That date marks the day I went into court
and stood my ground in front of the criminal David Dunkley with Jennifer in attendance. If you wish to
see the video for this court ‘meeting’ then you are welcome to go to www.peternolan.com and view the
videos in the ‘Divorce’ tab. If you wish to see the irrefutable evidence of perjury from Jennifer then go
to www.jenninolan.com. I have published her early court documents along with her email log and a
letter from my bank at the AIB that clearly shows she knew she was lying under oath. I have also
included the email from myself to Jennifer and all legal representatives that clearly states that if my
children are relocate without my agreement that I would consider that kidnapping.
But, apparently, women think women are allowed to commit perjury and kidnapping with impunity
against a man. Well? Guess again. Us men are not going to tolerate this. I will be bringing in common
law courts into Ireland and Australia. Any man who has proof that his wife committed perjury in the
divorce proceedings will have the right to bring that evidence before a jury of 12 men and those 12
men will issue the remedy order against the woman. This is now inevitable.
The problem that occurred for women on November 26th 2010 is that I proved I had performed the
process of denying the jurisdiction of the Australian Federal Magistrates Court correctly. The video
evidence and the annotated transcript is on my web site for all to see. If the ‘government’ tries to
suppress it then it will simply be posted elsewhere.
Since women refused to be a part of the solution they have demonstrated that they want to be part of
the problem. Also, just before that court hearing, in a public place where more than 200+ women were
known to be members, I challenged these women to create a common law court and to punish
Jennifer for the crimes she committed against me. In 5.5 months these women could only muster
THREE women willing to sit in that jury in that court. And one of those women reported to me that she
was attacked by other women for suggesting that Jennifer should be punished for her crimes. The
1000+ men who watched that challenge got the message LOUD AND CLEAR. The message being
that despite 40 years of calling for ‘equality’ for women that ‘equality’ does not include ‘equality before
the law’. The women were exposed as liars and hypocrites and have been rightly silenced on that site
with respect to this issue.
During this period, late 08 and early 09 I determined that I would sideline women as irrelevant to the
process of establishing the rule of law in Ireland and Australia and anywhere else that wishes to use
our template for how to bring the rule of law into a country which is a ‘work in progress’ at the moment.
Since 200+ women could not raise a jury of 12 to try Jennifer for her crimes she committed the women
proved themselves irrelevant.
From April 1st 2010 I have been moving on many fronts in my efforts to bring the rule of law into
Australia and Ireland.
This weekend I have released large amounts of documentation to make those who know me aware of
the crimes of Jennifer, the legal fraternity and the politicians. I know full well that the Illuminati do not
like such things being released. Well? If they want to kill me they know where I am. I believe they will
leave me alone as many others are saying MUCH more than I am. www.davidicke.com for one. If you
read his latest book you will see what he is saying about the Illuminati.
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So. Where am I up to? Well? On the sites www.peternolan.com and www.jenninolan.com those who
are interested will find vast amounts of documentation of the divorce I just went through. The most
interesting aspect of this divorce from the point of view of the young men is that the criminal David
Dunkley issued an ‘order’ on February 19th 2010 that purports to say that Jennifer should get 70% of
the assets of the marriage and that I should get 30% of the assets of the marriage. When that was
issued I started telling young men “30% is the new 50% if you happen to be a man”.
However, through a deception, the criminal David Dunkley conspired with the other criminal Justin
Dowd, to move 95% of the assets of the family to Jennifer and 5% to me. So now I tell young men “5%
is the new 50% if you happen to be a man.” Believe me, the young men are listening.
I made the transcript of the ‘hearing’ public some months ago and men were aghast. Well? Now I have
made the annotated version available that names both Jennifer and I. Many, many more young men
are going to read this and see just what a bunch of criminals the legal fraternity are and how women
support women lying in the ‘Family Court’.
Simply put. For a man like me, one who was acknowledged to be one of the best ‘husbands and
fathers’ around, to be allowed to be abused and have criminal acts committed against him by his wife,
with the FULL SUPPORT of ALL THE WOMEN around her sends a very, very clear message to the
young men. That message is this:
Western women are liars and hypocrites in the main.
Marriage is a scam for the women and ALL the women know this.
And you women can believe me. The young men are listening to that message.
I have written to Jennifer’s father, Bill, and pointed out that it is clearly a crime for the criminal David
Dunkley to push 95% of the families assets to Jennifer while ‘awarding’ me 5% of my own money.
Especially since I had the higher claim to ALL the property and that claim was properly presented
under common law and never rebutted.
I also pointed out that under common law those who know of a crime or assist in a crime are deemed
accessories if they do not act to bring about justice to the victim of the crime. I gave Bill a couple of
weeks to return to me my property. That period expired recently. And so now I am doing my duty
under common law. That duty is to bring crimes committed to the highest ‘authority’. And the ‘highest
authority’ in any land is the people. It is NOT your criminal governments. I actually have a lawful
OBLIGATION to tell those around Jennifer that she is a criminal so as to protect those people as well
as to bring justice to the situation.
Now. Moving along with the story.
One thing you women here might be interested in. When I wrote to this list 2.5 years ago I used the
phrase that Jennifer is a ‘wolf in sheeps clothing’. I had some evidence then that I could not talk about
because of the ongoing court cases. Well? Now I can talk about it. Indeed. I have posted it to
www.jenninolan.com.
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Prudent men track the cars of the exs to see what they are up to. I suspected that the whole ‘divorce’
thing was over an infidelity by Jennifer. I suspected she was having an affair and that the ‘other man’
was making ‘a better offer’. I have suspected her of infidelity during the marriage but she always
denied it.
I became more suspicious when she would not give me a copy of her original divorce certificate. All
members of both families know that Jennifer was a family friend and that I knew her since I was 12. All
members know she had an ‘accidental’ pregnancy at 16 and manipulated the man to marry her and
was divorced soon after. As a family friend and a friend of one of my close female friends I ‘bumped
into Jennifer’ often way back when. Naturally, when she showed interest in me my first question to her
was “Is your divorce final?” She told me the divorce was final. And since I knew her family so well she
also told her father and mother her divorce was final. All family members know Jennifer and I started
dating in June 1984. All members of BOTH families know that she told them her divorce was final.
So it came as something of a surprise to me that Jennifer refused me a copy of her first divorce
certificate as a normal ‘matter of paperwork’ for our divorce. Why the resistance to showing me her
original divorce certificate 23 years later? Interesting question. I then had my lawyer in Australia check
out the date of her divorce from the register. They claimed that they could not find the exact date but
that it seemed like the divorce happened in mid 1985 from what they could find out.
Our ‘divorce’ was still amicable at this point. I called Jennifer and asked her what she had to say for
herself over this newly discovered fact. The fact that she lied to my face as an alleged ‘Christian
woman’ that she was divorced on the very first day we started getting ‘more friendly’. The fact that as
single mother of two she was committing adultery with me in the house and lying to me about it.
Her response was chilling to the bone. She said:
“That I was committing adultery with you was none of your business. It was only the business of my
first husband.”
Of course, I pointed out that it was very much my business because it revealed her as an adulteress.
And a woman who is an adulteress once will be an adulteress twice. And no man with any intelligence
at all would marry a woman who was an admitted adulteress. I talked to her father about this
revelation and he was very distressed about it. I noted to him that if I had ever found out I would never
have married Jennifer and he agreed that would have been the appropriate thing for me to do. It also
pointed to the fact that when we were preparing for our ‘marriage’ Jennifer conveniently made sure
she ‘did the paperwork’ that was required with the church around her divorce. She knowingly kept that
divorce certificate from me knowing she had lied about it to my face. This was the REAL woman I was
marrying. And she knew it. No wonder she had so many problems in marriage. She knew she had
achieved this by deception.
Interestingly. MANY women have opined to me that “because you did not insist on seeing the divorce
certificate it is all your fault you let her get away with lying”. Apparently, according to your sistas, if a
woman successfully lies to a man then it is his ‘fault’ for trusting her!
So I tell ALL young men “never, ever trust a woman about anything because they have earned your
distrust by holding this opinion”. The young men are listening. If you women wanted to be trusted you
would punish those women found to be liars. Just like men do.
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On with the story. Since Jennifer told me point blank that she considered adultery, if SHE does it, to be
‘none of the mans business’ it was clear to me she considered adultery of the wife as something not to
be concerned about. So I decided to track MY car to see where Jennifer was going. What I expected
to find was that she was ‘sleeping over’ at some mans place. Of course, she was. Or at least she was
sleeping over somewhere else so the evidence points in that direction. The ‘lucky’ man, if that is what
you call a man who is sleeping with a criminal adulteress, seems to live in in the middle of Sion Road.
Not 1 km from our house in Edwin Court at the time. I have her recorded as staying over there for
three nights in two weeks as well as making many trips to this house. Of course, as Josephine said to
me, Jennifer might just be ‘doing cleaning jobs’. But not many cleaning jobs require you to be at the
house overnight when you have two children, 14 and 16, that you are allegedly ‘taking care of’.
Might there be another explanation? Sure. There might be. I’ll leave that to you women here to ask of
Jennifer. You all know where she lives and what her phone number is. You might also let Jan Bowring
and Phillpa Cottle know as well. After all, they supported Jennifer during this time. They might want to
ask if she was committed adultery again.
But ‘sleeping over’ in Sion Road was not ALL I discovered in the tracking of MY car or the checking of
the calls and sms on MY phone that Jennifer used. There are many places where Jennifer goes to a
location where we have no friends known to me. She arrives just before the hour and leaves just after
the hour. There is also a case where she is in what I am told is a cemetery at 4pm on a January
evening in Dublin in a car that has no heater working in it. And she is there for 45 minutes. One may
well ask. “What is a mother of two doing parking her car in a cemetery at 4pm on a winters day in
Dublin”? Who could she be POSSIBLY meeting there? What could she POSSIBLY be doing there?
She knows her husband is in Germany so she is obviously not hiding from him. So the OTHER person
must be the one hiding. Hhhmmmm.
There was also the evidence that there are text messages to numbers on her cell phone that are what
is called in the telco industry ‘clumped’. That is. There are a few text messages across a few days and
the number is never texted before or after. This is not usual behaviour for most numbers on a cell
phone. Most people, when they text, text a relatively small set of numbers relatively regularly. It is
unusual to have one number only texted a few times on a few days. It is VERY unusual for this
practice to be common from a single handset. How do I know this? Because I work in telcos and I
have worked with people who are looking for ‘clumped’ texts. Why? Because ‘clumped texts’ are
indicative that the handset is being used by a prostitute and it is being used to arrange, well, let us call
them ‘meetings’.
Now. Let me be very clear. I am not accusing or alleging anything against Jennifer with respect to
prostitution. That would be slander. I already have her guilty for perjury, kidnapping, extortion and
theft. I don’t need a prostitution conviction against her. All I am saying is that I collected evidence that
is INDICATIVE of prostitution. You ladies here can ask her for yourself what she was doing in that
cemetery. I have put the PDF of the tracking on her web site so you can download it and come to your
own conclusions. I am just the ‘presenter of the evidence’.
I AM saying that she has admitted herself to committing adultery with me. And if you do not believe
her word then simply ask her for a copy of her original divorce certificate. She arranged to give her
lawyer in Dublin a copy. I saw the email organizing it. If it says any later than June 1984 you have your
evidence. If she won’t give you a copy of a piece of paper that is about something 25 years ago?
Well? You know she will have a very good reason for that.
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So. When I said ‘a wolf in sheeps clothing’ in my last email 2.5 years ago I already knew that she was
‘sleeping over’ at an address in Sion Road and that she had a travel pattern and sms pattern
consistent with someone committing the crime of prostitution. Because prostitution is still considered a
crime in Irleand. Women really dislike prostitutes because they undermine a woman’s ability to
manipulate a man. Me? I don’t really care one way or the other. In my business, because of the
travel, prostitutes offer me their ‘wares’ all the time. It’s actually quite funny. I don’t think better or
worse about them for doing so. Most are just trying to get by with the only ‘asset’ they can think of.
Prostitution is very wide spread in Asia where I traveled extensively. So, I don’t particularly care if
Jennifer was doing this or not. But other women are unlikely to take the same attitude as me. So this is
a ‘community service’. I’m giving you the evidence. What you do with that is up to you. I couldn’t care
less if she was committing prostitution or not. But it IS a crime in Ireland under your statutes.
And ladies? Don’t bother asking me more about this. Ask her. She is (or was) a member of YOUR
club at the time. Ask her what she has to say for herself.
Lastly. You might want to know this. As a result of my research I am writing a book for the young men.
I have discovered that the ‘marriage contract’ is unlawful in all common law countries. This means that
ALL men who are married in common law countries can rescind their marriage contracts from the
beginning. Effectively? They were NEVER legally married because that contract was achieved by
deception.
My book will show men how to rescind their consent to be governed by these criminals called
‘politicians’ who are nothing but the fronts for the Illuminati. It will show them how to refuse to pay
‘alimony’ or ‘child support’. Indeed, the criminal Judge Griffin of the Irish ‘Family Court’ ordered that I
pay a large sum each month in ‘interim maintenance’ and he froze my bank account to extort that
money from me. I refused to pay anything while under duress. Later, when I found that the ‘order’ was
simply like an ‘order for a burger’ at McDonalds I sent Judge Griffin a ‘bill’ for his order to the amount
of EUR1.5M. I have not heard from him again. I will collect on that EUR1.5M. Just you watch.
But what I proved in that case was that no man is obliged to pay any ‘order’ of any court in any
common law land. Simply put, a man like me can give the judge a bill for his ‘order’ and since the
judge will not pay the bill the man has no obligation to ‘pay’ the order. I have proven all men across all
common law lands do NOT have to pay alimony or child support.
If women here had helped me? I might have remained ignorant of how to do that.
My book will be full of useful things for young men to know about the Illuminati, women, marriage and
children. It is a book written from the perspective of a man who was so highly regarded in his family
that he was selected to deliver the “Grand Children’s Eulogy” at BOTH his grandmothers funerals. By
a man who was widely regarded by his male friends to be one the best husbands and fathers around.
A man who was ‘the model citizen’. A man who is an honest man of honour and integrity.
It is the story of a man who, despite being ‘all he can be’ and raising 4 children as the sole income
earner in a household for 16 years of an 18 year marriage, was the victim of crimes by his wife in
divorce and virtually ALL other western women supported his wife in her criminal activities.
My book will include much advice and guidance for young men how to avoid ending up in the same
place. And given that many of them have already told me that my advice is very good when the book
comes out that will be infinitely more young men. The ‘free ride’ for women is over ladies.
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Ladies? When a good man asks for help with a wife who is committing crimes against him and you
support the criminal instead of the good man? This is one possible outcome. Us men just might ‘put
the situation right’.
Similar crimes may have been committed by up to 100M women in the west and condoned by millions
more. Women are abusing men and seeking ‘protection and support’ from their ‘governments’. Well?
These ‘governments’ are populated with criminals who are currently working on plans to kill rather a lot
of people. Since ‘women and children’ make up 80% of most populations you can be pretty sure that
the primary target for the governments to ‘cull’ are the ‘women and children’. After all. Men are MUCH
harder to kill than ‘women and children’.
Governments have always killed many more people than any other non-natural cause. They killed
200M people last century alone. And with the ‘legalisation of abortion’ governments have sponsored
the murder of about 2 Billion unborn children in just the last 40 years in the ‘west’. That’s a LOT of
unborn children killed off by “the woman’s right to choose”. A fathers rights to his unborn child? Oh,
that’s right. I forgot. How silly of me. Us men have no rights to our children unborn or otherwise. You
ladies showed me that in spades in March 08. Didn’t you.
You see ladies. The overall agenda of the Illuminati is ‘population reduction’. The ‘population reduction
program’ is why they introduced the pill, feminism and told you to ‘liberate’ yourselves by getting jobs.
The depopulation agenda is what is behind the ‘Family Law’ and it is what is behind the endless
misandry we see all across our lame-stream-media every day.
The de-population agenda is being forwarded by getting women to act like men and compete directly
with men and getting men to be ‘metrosexual’ and to refuse to compete with women in an archaic form
of ‘chivalry’ while women claim ‘equality’. Well? Where was your ‘equality’ when I challenged women
to try Jennifer as ‘equal before the law’? Nowhere to be seen.
Ladies. There was a man who was alleged to have said:
“do unto others as you would have them do unto you”.
Western women have forgotten this mans advice.
There was a man who came down from a mountain claiming that ‘God’ had given him 10
Commandments. Two of them were:
Thou shalt not steal.
Thou shalt not bear false witness against they neighbour.
These two commandments have been around for something like 4,000 years now. Jennifer, by
claiming she was a Christian woman at marriage, can have no excuse that she did not know these two
commandments.
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What is going to happen to Jennifer? Jennifer is going to be tried before a jury of 12 men in Ireland for
the crimes she committed in Ireland. My claim will be that whatever remedy is offered me will never be
allowed to be more severe for any man who commits the same crime. My claim is that Jennifer must
be treated as ‘equal before the law’ to me. It will be an interesting court case.
And one more thing about her? She has confessed herself that she is an adulteress and she
committed crimes against her husband of 18 years. A man who helped her son save his own life from
cancer. Whatever man she is working on victimizing next has a right to know exactly what this
woman’s character is. And as for her theft of EUR18,000 from the company of which she was a
director? Her employer has every right to know that she has a history of putting her hand into the kitty
and stealing money. I am confident that in this club there will be one honest woman who knows her
next ‘man-victim’ and he employer and takes it upon herself to inform these people of the evidence
that I have published with respect to Jennifer’s duplicity.
What is going to happen in the western world? Men, meaning any man who wishes it, will be able to
divorce his wife at nominal cost if he chooses to. Marriage 2.0 will be killed and replaced by common
law contracts which men will require women to sign prior to engaging in any relationship with them.
Women wanted to get away with perjury thereby exposing the fact that they agree with lying to men for
benefit? Well? It is only prudent for intelligent men of means to protect themselves from lying women
by using contracts. Sadly. Your lies will kill ‘romance’. You will have to ‘date by contract’ and ‘marry by
contract’ because you have demonstrated past 100 Million that you will not keep your vows.
Ladies? I think that is about all I have to say.
You may be interested in educating yourselves. You may be interested in educating your husbands
and sons. Who knows? Mostly I believe you will just throw hate mail back at me that I will ignore. But
just watch this space ladies. Over the next few years it is very likely that many, many men will divorce
their wives because so many wives have been so horrible to so many men for so long now that many
men are simply doing ‘cheaper to keep her’.
Well? What will they do when the men find out how to divorce for a nominal cost?
No divorce started now will complete before my book comes out. Any man who wants to educate
himself will have that opportunity.
Ladies? Next time a man asks for help when his wife is committing crimes against him? I suggest you
actually help him.
Best Regards
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